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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [8], Lyapunov stability for a certain class of systems of multiple Volterra 
integral equations is studied and results are obtained for two types of perturba- 
tions. The approach used there is one of preserving stability from the linear 
equation to the perturbed equation. Thus in order to apply the results given in 
[8] it is important to investigate the stability properties of the linear equation. 
The purpose of this paper is to obtain various stabilities for some linear equations 
which are of special forms. The results from [S] then yield results for the related 
perturbed equations directly. 
The preservation results of course require assumptions on the linear equation 
and the perturbations. The assumptions which must be satisfied by the linear 
equation are expressed in terms of conditions on the fundamental solution 
(Section 2 below) for the linear equation. For the special forms considered here 
we are able to obtain the fundamental solution (or sufficient information about it) 
and relate the stability of the linear equation, and therefore preservation of 
stability, to the kernels in these equations. Several criteria which we consider 
here may be viewed as generalizations of stability criteria considered in ordinarv 
differential equations [5, 61. 
In Section 2 we introduce some notation and terminology to be used in the 
paper. In Section 3 we obtain the fundamental solution for the special equations 
and state the results for the perturbed equations. These results may be used to 
give stability results for a related characteristic value problem which in turn 
are used to study a problem in gas chromatography. 
2. STABILITY DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY 
We introduce the following notation. Let R denote the reals and 
x = (x1 , x2 ,..., x,) E Rn; for X, y E Rn then x < y iff xi 9 yi for 1 < i :.< n; 
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for a E Rn, [a, co) = (x 1 a < x < CD). We let j . / be an arbitrary norm on Rn, 
and I x L = maxlsi$n (1 xi I>. If g(x) is defined and bounded for x 3 a E Rn then 
II g jlO,a = SUP*>~ J g(x)/; if M is an m x n matrix then 
Let ak: = (ir , ia ,..., &} be any combination of the integers {1,2,..., n} taken k 
at a time. We assume that all combinations considered have been ordered, i.e., 
i, < ii < i, < 1’. < ik . Let ollc) = (1, 2 ,..., n> - (Y~ . For x E R” we define 
‘%, = (Xi, > xi, 1*.., Xi,) E Rk; we use J’a,, % to denote the multiple integral symbol 
sE:;jri; .. jzit and dr, ~ for the sequence of differentials drili drikml 3.. dri . 
If g: RR ---f Rm we define g,&(x) = gZilzip...Z*k(x). For each x, y E Rn and eaih 
combination c+ we let W<(X, y; Q) = Xi if i $ ak or ~((8, y; “k) = yi if i E elk and 
w(x, y; %) = (wl(x, y; Olk), w2(x~ y; olk)>-v wn(x, y; ak))* 
Let a E Rn and u(x), 4(x) map [a, a) to R1”. For each combination 0~~ with 
1 < k < n let .&(x, Y,,) be an m x m matrix function defined for x > a, 
aak G yak d x,, . Let f(x, Y, z) map a < Y < x, .a E R” to R’“. We will be 
concerned wi& equations having the following form: 
We will use (LE) to denote the linear version (f = 0) of Eq. (2.1). 
We assume throughout the paper that all kernels are continuous; it may then 
be shown, for+(x) continuous that (LE) has a unique continuous solution for 
x 2 a. We assume that all perturbations f(x, r, z) satisfy f(x, T, 0) = 0 and 
simplify the notation by using c in place of xak.r<k& . 
Let a~ Rn be fixed and N be a normed space of functions mapping x > a 
to Rm normed by 11 *IIN. We say that Eq. (2.1) is stable on N if given E > 0 and 
a > z there exists a &(a, C) such that if 4 E N, Ij 4 IiN < 6 then any solution u(x) 
of Eq. (2.1) corresponding to $( x exists for x 3 a and j\ u(x)&,~ < E. Equation ) 
(2.1) is uniformly stable (US.) 071 iV if 6 is independent of a > Z. If Eq. (2.1) 
is stable on N and if for each a 2 z there exists a s,(a) such that Ij (b IIN < 8, 
implies liml,l,, / u(x)\ = 0 th en we say Eq. (2.1) is asymptoticalty stable (A.S.) 
on N (lim~,l,, 1 u(x)/ = 0 means for each E > 0 there exists a K such that 
a E {x: 1 x 1 < K} and for x 3 a, ( x 1 3 K then 1 u(x)1 < E). We say that 
“Eq. (2.1) preserves stability (U.S. or A.S.) on N” if Eq. (2.1) is stable (U.S. 
or A.S.) on N whenever (LE) is stable (U.S. or A.S.) on N. These stability 
definitions are generalizations of the usual Lyapunov stability definitions 
considered in ordinary differential equations [5, 6, 1 l] and those considered for 
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Volterra equations in one independent variable by Bownds and Cushing [l-3]. 
We will be concerned with stability on the following spaces. 
N, = {4(x) ] #(x) = 4 = constant} and 
Suppose the m x m matrix function A(x; 6) satisfies the equation 
for a( q a < < < x < co, then A(x; [) is called a fundamental solution for 
(LE). Under the assumption that each KNk(x, ro;J is continuous it follows that 
there exists a unique fundamental solution continuous in both variables on 
3 < 5 < x. Tn [8], A(x; 5) is used to generalize the “variation of constants 
formula” for multiple Volterra integral equations and this generalization is 
basic in the preservation approach used in [8] ([I, 3, 141). We consider the 
following assumptions on the perturbation f (x, Y, z). Suppose 
(Hl) f (x, r, 2) is continuous for z < Y < x < CO, z f R’“, ’ P < c (c a 
constant); there exists a continuous function fi(x, Y) such that ~ f (x, r, zl) - 
f(x,r,.zJ\ <,!I(x,r)/Zr--a21 for Izrl, /+I <cc, d<r<x< cc; there 
exists a continuous function y,-,(x) such that / f (x, x, z)] < y,,(x) j z , z 1 << c, 
z < x and ly y,,(x) dx < CO; for each 01~ the function (21cf12xUk) (x, w(x, r; a,), z) 
is continuous for Ti < x, Q < Yak < xNk , / z / < c; there exists a continuous 
function yolk(x, Y,,J such that ](2”fi222( , ( x w x, r; q), 41 < Y& c,J ’ 2 1 
g G x, Gk < yak < x,,. , I z I < c and jz ja;: Y&, sak) kIc dr -c CO. 
(H2) f (x, r, Z) is continuous for @ < Y < x, .a G R’” and for each (Yap , 
(i?j/2~,~) (x, W(X, r; c+J, Z) is continuous for z 25 x, z~,~ < T,,. :< xXr , z E R”l; 
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for each E > 0 there is an 17 > 0 such that 1 zl 1 , ] zs 1 < 7) implies 
If(x,x,zJ-f(~,x,qJl <~lzl--x21 for x3@, and 
(H3) f(x, r, z) zj(r, z) satisfies (H2) (note that (Fj/fiax,,) (w(x, r; 0~~) z
sz 0). 
3. SPECIAL EQUATIONS 
Criteria for various types of stability for the linear equation in terms of the 
fundamental solution are given in [8]. We now consider some special cases of 
Eq. (2.1) where it is possible to verify these criteria. We may then use the 
preservation results from [8] to give stability results. 
We will first consider the special case of Eq. (2.1) in which Ku, EE 0 for 
1 < iz < n - 1 and Km, = ~~zl &(x) C,(r) where Bi(x), C,(r) are continuous 
m x m matrices for 1 < i < p. Kernels of this form are called Pincherle- 
Goursat (P-G kernels) or degenerate kernels [4, 161. We may obtain the funda- 
mental solution A(x; f) for (LE) in this case in terms of the solution of a related 
problem, one which is equivalent to a characteristic value problem. 
Consider the pm x pm matrix M(x) having elements [C,(x) B,(x)], 1 ,< i, 
j < p. Suppose A*(x; .$) is the solution of the integral equation 
Suppose A*(x; E) is blocked off into m x m submatrices and Az(x; 5) is the 
m x m submatrix in the ith row and jth column of the resulting p x p matrix 
of submatrices. The following may be established by direct verification [7]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose Km, = Ofor 1 < K < n - 1 and Ku, = Cr=, Bi(x) C,(Y) 
in (LE). Then the fundamental solution A(x; 6) for (LE) is given by 
The expression for the fundamental solution given in Lemma 3.1 enables us 
to obtain the following stability theorem for the space C[a, co). The proof is 
given in [7]. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Suppose in addition to the assumptions in Lemma 3.1, 
u(x) = $(x) + jz M(r) u(r) dr is U.S. on N3 and there exists a constant L such that 
Cf,j=, Ii &(x)ji Ja /I Ci(~)ll dr <L for ii < x. Then (LE) is U.S. orz C[a; co). 
If further we have lim~x~+p[c[j=l //B,(x)]] ji 11 C,(r)ji dr] = 0 then (LE) is A.S. 
on C[c, a> n b&4 I limid,, I d(x)1 = 0). 
If the hypothesis in the first part of Theorem 3.1 holds and f satisfies (Hl) 
then it follows directly from the results in [g] that Eq. (2.1) is U.S. on C[Z, co). 
The results in Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1 generalize results for P.G.-kernels 
obtained in [2]; other results related to Lemma 3.1 are also discussed in [lo]. 
We will now be concerned with equations in two independent variables and 
for the discussion of these equations the variables a, b, X, y, r, s, [, 7, etc. will be 
regarded as real. Equation (2.1) then takes the form (Kis -= Ka) 
+ j-a’j-by K~(x, y, Y, s) U(T, s) ds dr + j-a’/bff (x, Y, r, s, 4~7 4) ds dr (3.1) 
where Kl , K, , KS are m x m matrix functions. We will continue to refer to the 
appropriate modifications of (Hl), (H2), (H3) as (Hl), (H2) and (H3) and take 
(il, 6) as the fixed point occurring in the stability definitions. We will obtain 
results for Eq. (3.1) for kernels Kl , K, , KS in the following classes: 
(I) m = 1 and K,(x, y, Y) = k,(r), K.,(x, J’, s) = k2(s), KS(x, y, T, s) -= 
k,(y, 4, 
(II) m = 1 and Ki(x, y, r) = k,(r, y), Ka(x, Y, s) = k,(x, s), &(x, y, y, s) = 
-k,(r, s) k,(r, s) - (ak,/&) (Y, s) or KJx, y, Y, s) =‘-I -k,(r, s) k,(r, s) - 
Wc&+) ( > ) h Y s w ere the partial derivatives are continuous. 
(III) Kl , Kz , KS are constant m x m matrices such that KIKz = K,K, , 
K,K, = K,K, , K,K, = K,K, . 
(W 4(x, Y, y), Kdx, Y, 4, K& Y, r, s) are m X m matrix functions such 
that 11 K&G Y, y)Il d n(y), II K&v, Y, s)ll < r&>, I! K&G Y, y, s)ii < Y.&, 4 for 
a&r <s, &<s,<y, and yi, yz, y3 are continuous L, functions on their 
respective domains. 
We will now study the fundamental solution A(x, y; 5,~) for (LE) for each of 
the cases (I)-(IV). A comprehensive preservation theorem for Eq. (3.1) will then 
be given based on this study. 
(I). We will make use of the following lemma to obtain the explicit form 
of the fundamental solution for certain subclasses of (I). 
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LEMMA 3.2. Suppose v(x, y; 5,~) is the solution of the equation 
v(x, Y; C, ‘I) = 1 + ~fz[’ [k,(y) Us) + W, 41 v(y, s; 5,~) ds dy 
for a < 5 < x, b < 77 < y. Then the fundamental solution A(x, y; E, 7) for (LE) 
is A@, Y; 6,~) = 4x, Y; & d eq4.f: h(y) dr + Jz h(s) 4. 
The technique used to establish Lemma 3.2 [7] has been used (e.g., [17]) to 
obtain the Riemann function for a related hyperbolic partial differential equation 
when K, , K, , Ks are constants. In fact, it may be shown that when (LE) is equi- 
valent to a characteristic value problem then the fundamental solution is equal 
to the Riemann function for the associated adjoint equation [7]. 
By considering the successive approximations and making use of the identity 
. . . k*-’ f (y)f (4 . ..f (y,-,) dr,-, dy,-, ...dr,dr=~[~~~f(r)dy]n, 
n32 
it follows that the solution of u(x, y) = 1 + s:sz f (r) g(s) u(r, s) ds dr is 
U(X,Y) = 4(2[(J,2f (r) dy) cs:g<s> 41 v w ere I,(x) is the modified Bessel > h 
function of the first kind of order zero [12, 191. Results for equations of this 
form in several variables may be found in [18, pp. 142-1431. We see from 
Lemma 3.2 and the preceding discussion that if the function h,(r) k,(s) + h,(r, s) 
can be written as a product of a function of r and a function of s then we can 
give the fundamental solution for (LE) explicitly. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A(x, y; 4, T) be the fundamental soktion for (LE). 
(i) If k, , k, , k3 are constants then 
A@, Y; &?I) = J@[(W, + Q (x - 0 (Y - dl’/“) exdh@ - 4) + MY - ~91. 
(3.2) 
(ii) If h,(r, s) E 0 then 
(3.3) 
(iii) If Ks(r, S) = gr(r) K,(r) k,(s) then 
4x, Y; 4, d = 4 (2 [((k~) k,(y) + 11 dy) (I’ MS) d#“) 
x exp [Je’ h(r) dy + 1,’ h(s) dsi. 
(3.4) 
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(iv) Suppose K, , k, are constant and k,(r, s) = g,(r) then 
4% 3’; E, 17) 
= 4 (2 [(j’ W2 + g,(r)1 d’) (Y - d]l”j exp[+ - 5) i- k2(y - 41. e 
(35) 
(9 1. W> 4 = k,(y) g&) + W g,(y) f gdy> g,(s) then 
4x, Y; 5, d = 4, (2 [(j’ P,(y) + g&N d’j (SW M) + &)I ds)1’-‘j c 
x exp [s;” k,(r) dy + In’ k,(s) is] . 
(3.6) 
The fundamental solution when &(Y, s) = g,(s) k,(r) k,(s) or k, , k, constant 
and k,(r, s) = gs(s) may be given in forms similar to those given in (iii) and 
(iv), respectively. Determination of the Riemann function and results similar 
to those of Lemma 3.3 have been considered in [15]. 
Although we do not give the details for the proof of Theorem 3.2 below, we 
set down here some facts concerning the products of exponentials and Bessel 
functions which are useful in that proof. Suppose t is real. Using the fact that 
lo(t) = (I/r) Jl ete@ de [19, p. 791 it follows directly that 0 < e--tl,(t) < 1. It 
also follows from this representation for la(t) and the dominated convergence 
theorem that lim,,, e&&,(t) = 0. From these facts it is not difficult to establish 
the following. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let cl , c2 > 0 and t, , t, > 0. Then 
and 
0 < ~,(2[c&,t,]l’2) e-(cltl+e,tJ < 1 
,(t,~~l+m 1,(2[clc2t,t2]“2) e-(cltl+e,tJ == 0. 
Some additional properties of the Bessel functions lo(x), Jo(x) [12] are also 
useful in the proof of Theorem 3.2 below. We have the following relation 
between I, and I,-,: I,,(z) = J,J--is) for -r/2 < arg z < w. Thus for x real and 
x 2 0 we have J,,(X) = I,,(k). Then since 1 J&x)] -5 1 for x > 0, I,(O) == 1, 
and I, is increasing it follows that 
I Jowl = I4(~~)l < 1 <4(Y)> for X, 2’ i> 0. (3.7) 
We will be interested in the following assumptions on k, , k, , k, . Suppose 
(H4) there exists constants Mi , M2 > 0 such that j: k,(r) dr < Ml , 
jt k,(s) ds < M, for a < 5 < x < co, 6 < 7 < y < CC and kj(r, s) E 
L,(k m> x w, a>>. 
(H4a) (H4) holds and j: k,(r) dr ---f -cc as .X + co, Ji kc(s) ds ---f -m 
as y+ m. 
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k,(s) > 0 for Y 3 a, s > 6; k,(r) EL,[Z, co), k,(s) EL#, co). Suppose gI(y) < 0 
for Z < r (or g&s) < 0 for b < s). 
(H7) My, 4 = gk) h(r) W (or k&, 4 = A4 My) Us)) and My), 
k,(s) < 0 for Y > 8, s 2 6, g,(r) < 0 for r > 2 (or ga(s) < 0 for s 3 6). 
(H7a) (H7) holds and ji kl(y) dr + -co as x ---f co, si k,(s) ds + -co 
as y-jco. 
(H7b) (H7) h Id o s and there exists r. > & and s, 3 6 and positive 
constants OL, /3 such that K,(r) < -01, k,(s) < -j3 for Y > Y, , s > s,, . Suppose 
g,(r) < -1 for r 2 a (or g,(s) < - 1 for s 3 6). 
(H7c) (H7) h Id o s and there are constants 01, /3 > 0 and r. > a, s, 3 6 
such that k,(r) < --a(~ - r,,) for Y >, Y, and Ka(s) < -/3(s - s,,) for s 3 s,, . 
Suppose gt(r) < - 1 for I > Z (or ga(s) 6 - 1 for s 3 6). 
(H8) k3(r, s) = gI(r) (or k3(r, s) = ga(s)); k, , K, are constants and K, , 
k, < 0, g,(r) < 0 for Y 2 G (or g,(s) < 0 for s > 6). 
(H8a) (H8) holds and k, , k, < 0. 
(H8b) (H8a) h Id o s and gl(r) < ---K&a for Y > CT (or g,(s) < --K,li, , 
s 3 6). 
(H9) k(r, 4 = W)gds) + Us) g&) + gk) g& where My), gdy) E 
W.a; a), and k&>, g&) EM, a>. 
(H10) My, 4 = k,(r) g,(s) + 4(s) g,(r) + gdy) gds) ; h(y), kds) G 0 for 
r 3 Z, s 3 6, and any one of the following hold for g,(r), ga(s), with Y > 2, s 3 b: 
(Al) g,(r) 3 I W)l and gds) G 0. 
WI g,(s) > I k&)l and gk) G 0. 
(-43) g,(y), g&) 3 0 and gdy) G I My)l , &) G I WI . 
(HlOa) (HlO) holds and si S(T) dr -+ - CO as x---f co, si k;(s) ds + - co 
asy-+co. 
(HlOb) (HIO) with (Al) or (A2) holds and there exists r,, 3 Z, s, > & 
and positive constants 01, ,kI such that k,(r) < -01, k,(s) < --/I for Y 3 r. , 
s 3 so . 
(HlOc) (HIO) with (Al) or (A2) holds and there exists constants 01, 
/I > 0 and Y,, > a, s,, 3 b such that k,(r) < --a(~ - YJ for Y > r,, and k,(s) < 
-/?(s - so) for s > so . 
(Hll) kI , k, , k, are constants with k, , k, , k, < 0. 
(Hlla) (Hll) holds with k, , k, < 0. 
(Hllb) (Hlla) holds and k,k, + k, < 0. 
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(II). By considering the characteristic value problem which is equivalent 
to the equation for the fundamental solution for (LE) and using the Laplace 
cascade method considered in [13, 151 we have the following: If &(r, s) = 
--k,(r, S) k,(r, s) - &(Y, s) (0~ K2(y, s) = -hl(r, s) K,(Y, s) - kzr(y, s)) then the 
fundumenta2 solution for (LE) is 
(0~ 4.~ Y; 5, d = exp[J~ My, Y) dy + Jx h2(t, s) 4). 
We consider the following hypotheses for kernels of this form. Suppose 
(H12) there exists a constant M such that j; k,(r, 7) dr + jt k,(r, s) ds < 
M for ii ~1 t < x < co, 6 < 71 < y < MJ (or j: k,(r, y) dr + [E k,([, s) ds < M 
for (I i E :g .T < co, 6 < 17 .<y < co); 
(H12a) (H12) holds for t > a; 7 > 6 and we have J-F k,(r, 7) dr + 
st k,(x, s) cls + -co as !(x, y)! ---f GO (or s: K,(Y, y) dr +- .fz k,([, s) ds + - cg 
as 1(X, y) ---f r3); 
(H12b) there are constants 01, p > 0 such that li,(x, y) < -CX(X - H) - 
/3(y - h) and k,(x, y) :.i --cY(.T -- a) - p(y - 6) for (x, y) ‘:; (a, I;); 
(H13) there are constants 01~ , 01~ > 0 such that 17,(x, y) C; --cyl , 
k,(x, y) - -a., for x ::c S, y ;,: 6. 
(III). Let B be any nl x m constant matrix. It follows easily that the 
series & B’;:(k!)” converges and we may therefore make the following defini- 
tion. 
DEFIXUION 3.1. If B is a constant matrix then 1,(2Bl~‘) 7: x:,“=, Bk/(k!)“. 
(We point out that the symbol B1/” is used only formally to suggest the form of 
the mattix series.) 
By considering the successive approximations for the equation A(x, y; t, 7) .m= 
I -I- sfJ”s’:, Br3(~, s; 5, 7) ds dr it f o 11 ows that the solution is A(x, y; 5, 7) -= 
1,(2[B(.r ~~- 6) (y - q)]‘/“). Using this it is possible to establish the following [7]. 
hUMA 3.5. Suppose ICI, K2, K3 satisfy K,IT, z K,K, , K,k; :-= K,k’, 
and KzK, = KSK, . Then the fundamental solution .for (LE) is 
=- 1&2(KlK2 + KS) (.v - 4) (Y - ~)l~'~) expCKl(x - 6) f &(Y - v)l. 
(3.9) 
The following fact which is easily established allows us to relate stability 
for this class of equations to the eigenvalues of K,K, + KS: if B is similar to the 
diagonal A = diag,s,&h,) and T is such that A = T-lBT then 
10(2[B]1’2) = T10(2[A]1”) T-l = TP<~$4(2[A,]““)) T-l. (3.10) 
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The assumptions on Ki , Ka , KS which will be of interest are as follows. 
Suppose 
(H14) the matrix K&s + Ka is similar to the diagonal matrix II and the 
eigenvalues of K,K, + Ka are real and nonpositive. 
(H14a) (H14) h Id o s and the eigenvalues of Kl , K2 have nonpositive real 
parts and those eigenvalues with zero real parts are simple. 
(H14b) (H14) holds and the eigenvalues of Kl , K, have negative real 
parts. 
(IV). The results for this class of equations given in Theorem 3.2 below 
follow directly from results given in [8], a Gronwall’s inequality for multiple 
Volterra equations [9], and the following lemma. We refer the reader to [7] for 
the details. 
LEMMA 3.6. suppose n(r), y&h 14 , > r s are real valued nonnegative continu- 
ous L, functions on their respective domains. Then there exists a constant M, 
independent of ([, T), such that the fundamental solution A*(x, y; 6, 7) for the 
equation 
zdx, Y> = 1 -I 1’ y,(r) u(r, y) dr + Iy ‘yds) u(x, s) ds + Ja’lg y3(r, s) u(r, s) ds dr 
a b 
(3.11) 
satisfies 0 < A*(x, y; I, 7) < M for a G f < x < ~0, 6 < 7 < y < 30. 
We may now give the following stability results for classes (I)-(IV). 
THEOREM 3.2. 
(4 Suppose f (x, r, 4 satisfies (HI). Y Kl(x, Y, r), K2(x, Y, s), K3(x, y, r, s) 
satisfy 
(i) (I) and any one of (H4)-(Hll), or (II) and (H12), or (III) and 
(H14a), or (IV) then Eq. (3.1) preserves tability and U.S. on any space N and 
A.S. on any space N 1 N3. In particular Eq. (3.1) is U.S. on N, . 
(ii) (I) and any one of (H4a), (H7a), (H8a), (HlOa), (Hlla), or (II) and 
(H12a), or (III) and (H14b) then Eq. (3.1) is A.S. on N2. 
(iii) (I) and any one of (H7b), (H8b), (HlOb), (Hllb), or (II) and 
(H13), or (III) and (H14b) then Eq. (3.1) is U.S. on Nl . 
(b) Suppose f (x, r, 4 satis$es (Hz). If Kl(x, Y, r), Kz(x, Y, s), K3(x7 Y, r, s) 
satisfy 
(i) (I) and either (H7c) or (HlOc), or (II) and (H12b) then Eq. (3.1) 
preserves tability and U.S. for any space N and is U.S. on Ns . 
(ii) (I) and either (H7c) or (HlOc) then Eq. (3.1) is U.S. 07~ Ni . 
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(c) Suppose f(x, r, z) satisjies (H3). Suppose Ki(.v, y, r), K&X, y, s), 
K&Y, y, Y, s) satisfy 
(i) (I) and any one of (H7b), (H8b), (HlOb), (Hllb). Then Eq. (3.1) 
preserves stability and U.S. on any space N and is U.S. on N, and N, . If (H7b) 
or (HlOb) hoZd and in addition thefunctions k,(r), k,(s) are negative constants then 
Eq. (3.1) preserves A.S. on any space N and is A.S. on Na . 
(ii) (II) and (H13), OY (III) and (H14b) then Eq. (3.1) preserves stability, 
U.S., and A.S. on any space N; Eq. (3.1) is U.S. on N, and N2 and A.S. on N2 . 
We make no attempt at the details required to prove the various assertions 
in Theorem 3.2 (see [7]). H owever we have set down in the discussion preceding 
the theorem the basic facts necessary to carry out these details. The general 
approach is to start with the appropriate representation for the fundamental 
solution ((3.2)-(3.6), (3.8), (3.9)) and use the above mentioned pertinent facts 
to obtain conditions on the fundamental solution allowing the application of the 
preservation results given in [8]. 
4. STABILITY FOR A CHARACTERISTIC \-ALUE PROBLEM 
The stability results obtained for integral equations allow us to consider 
stability for a related characteristic value problem. We discuss this briefly here 
and give some results which follow from Theorem 3.2. Consider the following 
characteristic value problem in two independent variables (x,y, a, 6, etc. are 
real): 
where u, K, , k, , K, , f are real valued, &(x), &(y) are continuously differentiable 
for x > a; y 3 6; f(~, y, 0) = 0; K, , k, , k3 , k,, , k,, are continuous and a, 6 
are fixed. Under these assumptions problem (4.1) is equivalent to the integral 
equation 
+ j+;’ W, Y) @, Y) dr + s,’ k,(x, s) u(x, s) ds 
-I- II ’ ’ I?&, 4 - k&, s) - UT, s)] u(r, s) ds dr d 6 
(4.2) 
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We define stability for problem (4.1) in terms of the characteristic data 
&(x), (ha(y) and make use of the previous results by studying spaces for which 
the function 4(x, y) = 4&) + h(y) - A(h) - sli” My, 6) v&(y) dr - 
si k,(g s) &(s) ds in Eq. (4.2) remains in one of the spaces considered previously. 
Let G = ((& , 4s) I&: [a, CD) --, R, d2: [b, co) -+ R, q$(~%) = +,(6)) where G has 
norm I[ . jjc . We say that problem (4.1) is stable on G if for E > 0 there exists a 
S(E) such that if (+i , +a) E G and ij($r , &)/jo < S then the solution u of problem 
(4.1) corresponding to (+r , &J exists on [&, cc) x [6, co) and satisfies 
11 u /I,,, ca,6) < E. We say problem (4.1) is asymptotically stable on G if it is stable on 
G and there exists a 6, so that if I\(& , &)l]c < 6, , then liml(,,,) iem 1 U(X, y)l = 0. 
In addition to the defining properties for the spaces, given below we are assuming 
in each case that & , 4s are continuously differentiable and Cl(g) = &(6). We 
then consider the following spaces. 
We now have the following results for problem (4.1) (the proof is given in [7].) 
(Note the simplification of (HI) in this case). 
THEOREM 4.1. 
(a) Suppose K,(x, y) = K,(x), k,(x, y) = K,(y) and suppose f(x, y, z) satis$es 
(HI)* 
(i) If any one of (H5), (H6), OY (H9) hold then problem (4.1) is stable on 
Gr . If any one of (H7b), (H8b), (HlOb), or (HI lb) hold and iB (H7b) and (HlOb) 
the functions k, , k, are bounded then problem (4.1) is stable on G3 . 
(ii) If any one of (H4a), (H7a), (H8a), (HlOa) OY (Hlla) hold and the 
functions k, , k, in (H4a), (H7a) and (HI0 a are bounded then problem (4.1) is ) 
A.S. on G, . 
(b) Suppose k,(x, Y) = k&9, k&, Y) = My) adf (x, Y, 4 satisfes (H3). 
(i) If any one of (H7b), (H8b), (HlOb) OY (Hllb) hold and in (H7b), 
(HlOb) the functions kI(r), k,(s) are bounded, then problem (4.1) is stable on G, 
and G3 . 
(ii) If any one of (H7b), (H8b), (HlOb) OY (Hllb) hold and in (H7b), 
(HlOb) the functions k, , k, are negative constants then problem (4.1) is A.S. on G, . 
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(c) suppose h,, - h,h, - h, = 0 (OY hl, - h,h, - h, = 0). 
(i) Let f(x, y, z) satisfy (Hl). If (H12) holds and K,(Y), k,(s) are also 
bounded thenproblem (4.1) ’ t bl zs s a e on Ga . If(H12a) holds with h,(r), k,(s) bounded 
then problem (4.1) is A.S. on G, . I’ (H13) holds with k,(r), h,(s) bounded then 
problem (4.1) is stable on G3 . 
(ii) Letf(x, y, x) satisfy (H3). If (H13) holds and k,(r), h,(s) are bounded 
then problem (4.1) is stubZe on G, and A.S. on G, . 
5. AN APPLICATION TO GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY 
We now use the results from Section 4 to investigate qualitative properties of a 
gas absorption problem; the problem we consider is a generalization of a problem 
considered in [17]. Consider a semi-infinite tube filled with an absorbent. Let 
the x-axis correspond to the axis of the tube. Suppose a gas and air mixture is 
passed through the tube with a constant velocity v. Let u(x, t) be the amount of 
gas absorbed per unit volume and u(x, t) be the concentration of gas in the pores 
of the absorbent. The conservation of mass principle yields the equation 
-vu, = ut $ a,. We assume that the concentrations are small and the equation 
of kinetics of absorption to be a, = /3[{u + F(x, t; u)} - ~a] where y, /3 > 0 
are constants and F(x, t; u) is the functional defined by F(x, t; U) = 0 for 
0 < t < x/v, F(x, t; u) = sLIV f(x, s, u(x, s)) ds for t > x/v where f is continuous 
andf(x, t, 0) = 0. The presence of the functional F in the model expresses the 
possibility that the rate of absorption may depend on the concentrations which 
occupied the layer x after the first wave front, which reaches x at time x/v, 
passes 32. We assume that u(x, 0) = 0 for x 2 0, u(x, 0) = 0 (note also 
u,(x, 0) = 0) for x > 0, u(x, t) is continuous, and the amount of gas entering 
the tube at x = 0 is given by z+,(t) which is continuously differentiable. Following 
the approach considered in [17] (where F = 0) we let 5 = x, 7 = t - x/v and 
obtain the following characteristic value problem for the function describing the 
concentration on 6 > 0, T > 0 (u([, T) = 0 for [ .Z 0, -t/v < 7 < 0): 
U&T = -Pm - $ UT - 4 j(f, 7, 45, T)) 
u([, 0) = u,(O) e-(81v)E, 40, T> = %3(T) 
(5.1) 
wherej(f, 7,~) =f (f, 7 + f/v, 4. 
If we now suppose thatf satisfies (HI) then it follows directly from Theorem 
4.1((u), (ii) with (H4a)) that problem (5.1) is A.S. on G, . As a special case we 
mention that if the perturbation is linear, that is J =g(f, T) u (arising from 
f (x, s, .z) = g(x, s - x/v) Z) and g < 0, g EL~([O, co) x [0, co)) then problem 
(5.1) is A.S. on G2 . A closer study of the solutions of problem (5.1) withj = OIU, 
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ti constant, CL < 0, shows that in this case problem (5.1) is not stable on G, . We 
also observe that Theorem (4.1) would yield results for otheri (e.g., A.S. on G, 
forf = 0111, 01 constant, 01 > 0). However thesejseem to imply that the expres- 
sion u + F(x, t; U) in the model is greater than u meaning that the ability of the 
material to absorb at a fixed x is increased by the concentrations which have 
been at x. We note that (u,(O) e-(slV)C, U&T)) are in Gs if zq, , u,,’ EL,[O, co) and 
the G, norm is small if / u,(O)/ , I/ u,, IIL1, 11 zq,’ jlL, are small. 
It follows that ~(5, T) at a fixed 5 gives the concentration at that position while 
fixing 7 gives the concentration along the wave front entering at time Q-. There- 
fore A.S. on G, can be interpreted physically most readily in the following two 
ways: If ~~(uO(0) e-(BIV)p, u0(7))jIG, is sufficiently small then (i) the concentration 
will be arbitrarily small at any position in the tube provided enough wave fronts 
pass this position, (ii) for any wave front entering the tube the concentration on 
that wave will be arbitrarily small if we let the wave travel far enough down the 
tube. 
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